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also been observed in tree-dwelling ants7 and 
spiders10, wings seem surprisingly irrelevant 
for understanding the origin of flight across 
different types of body plan.

But how is ‘wingless flight’ not simply a 
contradiction in terms? Our common under-
standing of flight hinges on the aerodynamic 
theory developed for aircraft, which assumes 
that wings generate the aerodynamic lift (a 
force acting perpendicular to the direction of 
motion) needed to support weight, which is 
necessary for aircraft flight6,11. This obviously 
cannot explain wingless flight.

Instead, the answer can be found by con-
sidering the aerodynamics of oddly shaped 
bodies. A century’s worth of measurements 
of aircraft and rocket fuselages, as well as sky-
diver models, in wind tunnels has shown that 
such odd shapes generate both a rise in drag 
and appreciable lift when held at extremely 
high angles (called high incidence) that are 
almost 90° away from the direction of air-
flow12. Further more, similar to the effect felt 
when sticking your hand out of the window of 
a moving car, flattened, disk-like surfaces such 
as hands (or feet) effectively generate drag in 
the direction of airflow and lift perpendicular 
to it when held at high incidence11,12.

Brown and colleagues report that the 
wandering salamander makes exquisite use 
of this phenomenon by adjusting the angle of 
incidence of its trunk, tail, legs and feet with 
respect to the incoming airflow. The apprecia-
ble lift provided pulls the salamander forwards 
along the horizontal direction, which enables it 
to perform a directed aerial descent. This mod-
ulation of body posture gives the animal con-
trol over the lift-to-drag ratio, which generates 
a descent at an angle of 5–6° away from falling 
straight down. By modulating the net aerody-
namic force with respect to its centre of gravity, 
the salamander steers left and right. Whereas 
lift is indispensable for directing flight, it is 
clear that salamanders rely predominantly 
on high drag to slow their descent. Given this 
expected role of drag, it seems counter-intui-
tive to consider the possibility that drag could 
also enable take-off.

Yet, two decades ago, an aerodynamic 
simulation of an insect wing flapping down 
under a steep angle demonstrated that drag can, 
in principle, be pointed upwards to counter act 
gravity13. Although the lift-based flight para-
digm6,11,12 made this idea seem quirky at the 
time, direct lift and drag measure ments during 
foraging of Pacific parrotlets (Forpus coelestis) 
confirmed this phenom enon in vivo14. These 
birds are generalists, rather than specialists, 
in terms of their body shape and flight style, 
suggesting that their aerial behaviour is  
characteristic of that of many other bird 
species. On take-off, parrotlets flap their wings 
downwards to orient drag upwards so that it 
supports half of their body weight, after which 
they switch to harnessing lift as expected14. 

Taken together, these results reveal how drag 
is useful for supporting the body weight of 
modern flying animals ranging from ‘entry-
level’ wingless salamanders to fully fledged 
birds. This new appreciation of the full spec-
trum of wingless to winged body plans that 
can all aerodynamically support body weight 
continuously boosts our understanding of the 
evolution of flight.
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The atomic structure and chemistry of 
the interface between two materials can 
dramatically affect how the atoms vibrate. 
In solids, these atomic vibrations can com-
bine to form collective vibrational modes, 
commonly described in terms of a quasipar-
ticle known as a phonon. Measuring phonon 
behaviour at interfaces can give insights 
into how well heat is transported from one 
mater ial to another, which can, in turn, be 
used to tailor thermal properties on a nano-
scale. On page 292, Gadre et al.1 report an 
intriguing nanoscale study showing that the 
abruptness of an interface can affect phonon 
behaviour, and thus thermal conductivity — a 
result with immediate implications for current 
thermoelectric research.  

To evaluate phonon behaviour at individ-
ual interfaces, it is advantageous to measure 
and correlate atomic structure and chem istry 
with vibrations at high spatial resolution. 
Gadre et al. used exactly such an approach to 
explore nanoscale phonon dynamics at inter-
faces between a silicon substrate and semi-
conducting nanoparticles known as quantum 
dots that were made from silicon–germanium 
and embedded in the silicon. The authors 
looked specifically at how phonon reflection 
was affected by interface geometry, and 

showed that their nanoscale mapping of net 
phonon momenta at and near the interfaces 
could be used to determine the direction of 
phonon flux and propagation. 

The team used a technique called electron 
energy-loss spectroscopy2 in a scanning 
transmission electron microscope3. In this 
type of microscope, an atomic-sized beam 
of high-energy electrons is scanned across a 
sample, and information about how the elec-
trons scatter after hitting the sample can be 
used to construct an image. These scattered 
electrons can be detected in several ways. A 
device called an annular detector is used to 
detect electrons whose paths are deflected by 
large angles, mainly by interactions with the 
atomic nuclei, and this information provides 
an image of the atomic structure of the sample. 
At the same time, electrons that have been 
scattered by smaller angles are detected by 
the electron energy-loss spectrometer, result-
ing in a spectrum that shows the probability 
that an electron will lose a specific amount of 
energy during its transmission through the 
sample. 

Interactions with atomic electrons and with 
nuclei lead to characteristic energy losses 
that can be analysed to give a wide range of 
information about a material. For example, 
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The collective vibrations of atoms at the interface between 
two semiconducting materials have been imaged with 
nanometre-scale resolution. Their dynamics depends 
sensitively on the abruptness of the boundary. See p.292
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the composition of elements in a material can 
be extracted from the region of the spectrum 
showing energy losses associated with the 
excitation of tightly bound core electrons2. 
This ‘core-loss’ part of the spectrum has been 
investigated using electron microscopy for 
decades, but in 2014, the use of a device known 
as a monochromator made it possible to access 
the spectral region associated with vibrational 
losses4. This breakthrough has since led to 
investigations of the relationship between 
the phonons’ energy and momentum5 and 
the distribution of isotopes6, as well as the 
vibrational modes associated with individ-
ual nanoparticles7, planar defects8 and single 
atoms9, among others. 

Alternative techniques for vibrational-mode 
measurements, such as infrared and Raman 
spectroscopy, can access finer spectral details 
than can vibrational electron energy-loss spec-
troscopy in the electron microscope, but the 
latter resolves smaller structures than do its 
more conventional counterparts — all the way 
down to an atomic scale. It also allows selec-
tivity of the phonons’ momenta, and enables 
measurements of the sample’s structure and 
chemistry. Gadre et al. applied all three of 
these capabilities to investigate nanoscale 
phonon behaviour using scanning trans-
mission electron microscopy. They were thus 
able to disentangle the impact on atomic vibra-
tions of interfaces and their geometry from 
those resulting from elemental composition 
and strain (the ‘stretching’ of atomic bonds). 

The team studied silicon–germanium 
quantum dots that formed two interfaces with 
the surrounding silicon: one that was abrupt 
and one that was more gradual (Fig. 1). When 
they mapped the vibrational spectra of the 
quantum dot itself, and the material around 
it, they observed that the vibrational response 
to the electron beam was enhanced at both 
interfaces, and that the enhancement was 
more pronounced at the abrupt interface than 
at the gradual one. With support from their 
calculations, the authors attributed this to 
reflection of the optical phonon modes of sil-
icon at both interfaces, and reasoned that the 
increased response at the abrupt interface was 
due to a higher degree of specular (mirror-like) 
reflection at this interface. 

The observed difference in specularity 
implies that an abrupt interface impedes the 
flow of phonons — and thereby reduces the 
thermal conductivity — more strongly than 
a gradual interface does. In devices that are 
based on the thermo electric effect, in which 
a temperature difference induces an electric 
current and vice versa, energy efficiency can 
be improved by decreasing the thermal con-
ductivity without decreasing the electrical 
conductivity and thermoelectric sensitivity. 
Gadre and colleagues’ findings could there-
fore be used to characterize and develop 
materials in which thermal conductivity can 

be tailored by engineering nanostructures and 
their interfaces.

The team’s second key contribution is 
the development of a specific experimental 
method that reveals the direction in which 
phonons propagate on the nanoscale. This was 
made possible by the flexible electron optics 
of the electron microscope, which allowed the 
spectra of electrons in the beam to be obtained 
after the electrons had transferred momentum 
by interacting with the sample. The authors 
then compared spectra for two carefully 

selected momentum ranges, and thereby 
obtained two-dimensional maps of the net 
phonon propagation directions and flux in 
and around a silicon–germanium quantum 
dot. From this, they observed highly specular 
reflection at the abrupt interface, meaning 
that the phonons readily propagated away 
from this interface. By contrast, at the gradual 
interface on the other side of the quantum dot, 
the phonon reflection was much more diffuse.     

The sensitivity of electron energy-loss 
spectroscopy to vibrational modes on the 
nanometre and atomic scales is well estab-
lished4–9, but Gadre and colleagues have now 
extended its applicability to the study of the 

dynamics of phonons, which is a substantial 
achievement. Using their method, this infor-
mation can be extracted with nanometre spa-
tial resolution and correlated with the effects 
of structure and composition. Such compre-
hensive characterization has, until now, been 
difficult to access experimentally at such small 
scales.

With potential to have an impact on research 
across nanoscience and technology, the team’s 
approach paves the way for insights to be 
gained into materials and devices in which 
nanoscale thermal transport, and thermo-
dynamics in general, has a pivotal role. As a 
next step, this method might be used to make 
in situ measurements of nanoscale phonon 
dynamics directly in such materials and 
devices.  
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Figure 1 | Collective atomic vibrations at the interface between semiconductors. Gadre et al.1 used 
electron spectroscopy to study phonons (collective atomic vibrations) near the interface that formed 
when quantum dots (semiconducting nanoparticles) were embedded in silicon. A beam of electrons was 
used to excite the phonons, which behaved differently depending on whether the interface was abrupt 
or gradual: their reflection at the abrupt interface was more specular (mirror-like) than it was at the 
gradual interface, where it was more diffuse. This implies that an abrupt interface impedes the flow of 
phonons more than a gradual interface does, a feature that could be useful in applications in which heat 
transport needs to be controlled.

“The approach paves the 
way for insights to be gained 
into materials and devices 
in which nanoscale thermal 
transport has a pivotal role.”
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